
 

 
 

 
 

 

Sports day, Thank you for your support! 
We were relieved so that we borrowed the Sekidai elementary school gym in rainy day. But a big 

typhoon came,so we decided to carry out sports day at the Kindergarten’s playground for the first time 
on Sunday.Even though all staffs were full of anxiety,we were able to successfully carry out sports day 
with the cooperation of all families. Our Sekidai’s children were able to demonstrate perfectly despite 
different being from practice place. 

 

Nadeshiko's first sports day! 
Nadeshiko class was the first sports day in kindergarten. In 
the expression, they showed the skills using the hoops that 
they have played so far. And they showed the expression of 
the sea creatures. 
They enjoyed the sports day with a full of smile. They 
expressed shrimp or crabs with their parents and did Tamaire 
with yuri class. 

 
 

 

A big success with Yuri class Ninja!  
Yuri class expressed becoming the ninja who were playing 
from the first semester. 
They expressed it according to music. They worked with  
motivation fully from practice. 
In the technique run, they expressed it as they were able to 
eat some vegetables that they brought up. 
It was a sports day that everyone managed to do their best. 

 
 

 

Sumire class last sports day! 
Sumire class started with the performance at the 
drumming corps and showed the results of practicing with 
a variety of events such as Kakekko, tug of war, relay, 
expression (gymnastics). In the gymnastic exercise, they 
didi it with serious expression while being covered with 
sand from practice.They were able to play drum 
performance with rhythm matching. They work on not only 
the competition but also each role. They played big 
success at last sports day of kindergarten. Thanks to all 
families such as preparation and cleaning up and so on. 
 

 
The homepage of Sekidai kindergarten has been renewed! 
I have posted information such as newspaper articles and 
events, announcements 
Please check it! 
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